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HAVING WORKED as an information security officer for more than a decade, I’ve seen my share of audits and tried to rectify the deficiencies that were found. This has made me think about how to improve processes, focusing less on corrective actions and more on getting it right from the start.

More recently, I’ve realized that the same six basic audit issues are cropping up:
1. Incorrect access rights (account)
2. No systematic responsibility for accesses (account)
3. Who did what, when (also known as segregation of duty)
4. Lacking corrective actions/follow-up (management)
5. Lacking documentation of decisions (management)
6. Faulty code, patching, or non-best practice (management)

The first two issues (incorrect access rights and no systematic responsibility for accesses) and partially the third issue (who did what, when) have a common denominator: individuals are accessing the IT systems. Such individuals comprise employees, consultants, external partners, and prospective customers.

Any organization, private enterprise or public management, should have some form of legal agreement or policy regulating such access. Such legal policies, whether in the form of employee information or temporary work contracts, are usually handled by human resource organizations.

HR manages our personnel resources, though often consultants and external personnel are not handled by HR. However, HR is capturing information on new employees, such as their titles, roles, job changes, prolonged absences, retirement, and permanent leave.

Our HR systems are written to handle this information, since they handle the legal implications of such changes. So, why not let HR (if it is not already) also take care of consultants and external users? This means all personnel information would be stored in one place, with valid dates of hires, reviews, and terminations.

You are probably thinking, what does this have to do with information security?

This data may be what is missing when it comes to access control processes: getting a heads up about completed or pending changes, triggering faltering access reviews that we pay for in audits.

I have yet to meet an information security professional who has not experienced the issue of access/authentication control. We make grand technological schemes to fix access control. However, the biggest issues are accounts that are not closed after an employees or contractors leave, change positions, or go on prolonged leave. My guess is that about half of all audit issues are due to incorrect access.

With a single financially and legally maintained source of data like HR, how much simpler would it be to make a trustworthy access control process? It would be efficient to have that nightly batch looking at advertised HR changes and flagging affected accesses to system owners/managers for review.

If we could curb incorrect accesses, we would likely decrease a large number of internal misuse. We would also see faster audits, resulting in fewer embarrassing errors.

Bottom line: Spend less money on audits and corrective actions; money is better spent on developing core operations. (§)
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